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P. M. Rinard, T. Van Lyssel, K. E. Krcmcke,
C. M. Schneider, and S. C. Bourret

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA

A flowing raf%inateswam is to be continuously assayed by a delayed-neutron instrument
to detect concentrations of ‘5U that could cause a criticality problem in a holding tank.
The instrument is to assay a concentration of 0.034 (g ~~U)/L in 100s with a precision
of 10% ( 1 U) and to operate unattended for a few months at a time, so it . an detect and
adjust for changes in the neutron background, the flow rate, and for electronic drifts and
mnifunctions, In laboratory tests with conditions slightly different horn what may be
found in the plant, repeated assays on a solution with 0.034 (g 2J5U)/L flowing at 80
IA through the 2-L assay tank tmd relative prccisions of 9- 11%.

An instrument has been built to monitor the concentraacm of 235Uin a flowing raffinate
stream so that a criticality accident in the holding tank into which the stream flows can be
avoided. The major measultment criterion is to assay a solution holding 0.034 (g 23SU)/L
with a 1-u precition of 10% within 100 s, T’he flow rate may range from O to 102 L/h,
although the rates are usually between 60 and 100 IJh, The instrument is to run unattended
for as long as 3 months. W’a.rrings and alarms are to be generated when concentrations ex -
cd certain limits.

It is not possible to measure the gamma rays emitted by the ZJ5Ubecause of the intense
gamma-ray background from fission products in the solution. Exposure rates from these
fission products may be as large as 10 R/h on the surface of the assay chamber,

The ncutroti emission rate from spontaneous fissions is too small to meet the assuy
criteron &cause of the low concentration of WJ and the low rate of spontaneous fissioning,

The assay technique chosen for this instrument is thus an active neutron intcmogation that
counts delayed neuttmns; such art instrument is often called a shuffler [ 1,2], previous work at
Los Alamos with a shuffler and static solutions fond the basis for this project [3,4], The
detector can be made insensitive to the gamma rays and CM detect enough delityed neutrons to
be sufiicicntly sensitive in the time allowed,

To generate fissions that produce delayed neutrons, the mffinate in an assay chitmhcr is
irmdittted with neutrons from a z~zCf source, The delayed neutrons are counted after the
252Cfis ttmovcd to a shielded sition. The source is shuffled back and forth a number of
times to form a single assay, R c irradiation and coum times can be selected to yield the
minimum uncertainty in the assay result, within the constraint of the time specified to com -
pMe the assay,

Tlc ‘i2Cf source is doubly encapsulated, attached to a flexible cable, and positioned by u
stepping motor, proximity switches sense the presence of the citble tit three h~utions, [W(J



for ovemavel protection, and a third to verify that the source is properly within its shield
while delayed neua’ons are coun ed.

The assay chamber and neutron detector tubes must be inside a large hot cell with the
raffmate line. The detector head will be mounted on a wal! about 10 m above the floor (Fig.
i). The assay chamber is a cylindrical annulus with a volutm of about 2 L. The liquid flows
into the chamber from the bottom and out through the top. A ring of sHe detector tubes
(mounted in polyethylene) encircles the chamber behind 2.5 cm of led to keep the gamma-ray
dose rate in the tubs below 1 R/h. Figure 2 is a drawing of these components.

The detection geom:try and 252Cf source size were determined through Monte Carlo
calculations using the Los Alamos code MCNP [5].

A flow meter in the rafflnate line will infotm the instrunwm of the current flow me and a
correction will be made for flow rates that differ fhm a standard rate of 80 L/h

The irradiation position for the ‘~f source is in the center of the assay chamber. This
uses the source most efficiently and requires the minimum source. A guide tube for the fi2Cf
source rises from the center of the chamber and enters a wall of the hot ccl]. The tube
continues through the wall inside a piyethylene plug and then into the cmridor where the
stepping motor and most of the electronics are located.

The source will be kept within the wall except when it is to irradiate the liquid.
Additional shielding will be placed on the wall to further reduce the dose rates to personnel

Fig. 1. The assuy chamber of the instrument is mounted on u ho~ct1/wll with t~
r@tate line entering from the kttom and leaving from the top. The ~uidt
tubeJ ft)r capsules containing ~JJCfund 2JJU pass through a plug in t)w
WU1linttl u corrih)r; electrical cables ;ruvel the saint route, An electroni(s
ruck and stepping rmwrsf(v tk cupsules ure in thehall,



working in the vicinity of the instm-
ment during shutdown Dcriods of the
plant. The shielding ii designed to
keep dose rates below 0.1 mrcti in
the conidor and below 50 mrern/h on
the surkc of the wall shields.

The major pieces of electronics
are high voltage supplies for the de-
tector tubes, a multichannel scaler
board (designed and built at Los
Alamos), a computer, and a stepping-
motor indexer. The computer com-
municates widt the indexer over a se-
rial line and then with other compo-
nents through ports in the indexer
(which arc available to tie user). A
transfer system interface unit, built at
Los Alamos, electrically interfaces the
stepping-motor indexer to the prox-
imity switches, status lamps, and
alarm relays.

Software for the computer was
written in the C language at Los
Alamos to control the operation and
perform analyses. I%c user can con-
figure the operation of the instmmcnt
by the settings in an extensive list of
parameters. The parameters can be
modified from within the code and
saved as a fde on the computct’s disk.

A key switch and passwords
pmtcct the instrument from unauth~
rizcd Usem
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Fig. 2. This is a view of the enclosure with the ar-
say chamber ad Surrounding components,
m seen wkn facing the wdl on which tky
are mounted.

several features of the instrument are designed to check its operation and watch for
external or internal changes that affect its opation, These arc important features because of
the role of the instrument in plant safety and its ned to opiate unattended for long periods of
time,

When an FNJthorizcduser (who has the key s titch in the proper position and has given a
valid passwotd) requests continuous asstiys to begin, the computer first exercises the stepping
motors and tests the proximity switches, lamps, and relays, The instrument then takes u
background count and compares it to the cx~tcd range in the parameter file,

l%c next test involves a capsule of solid ZJ3U,which is also used at regulur intctvals
during the continuous assays. The normal conccrttration of ZJ5Uin tttc liquid is well below
the ~nsitwity of this instrumm, so almost all assays arc expected to give a result of zetm To
m~ke SIIre that ii scricg of zero assays does not mcart a failure of the instrument, the ~~~U
capsule is p!nce.d inside the assay chamlxr using a flexible cable and stc ping motor, dupli -

feating the mechanism used for the ~2Cf capsule, If an may with this ~~.U capsule incluki
is outside limits sa by the operator in the parameter file, the opemtor is informed of a fwlt,

I%is normalization process with the ~sU .samplc is performed before continuous uss:iys
arc started, If the result is out of the cxpectcd limits, continuous as,says will not hc stat-ml,

After all the.sc test results arc favorable, assays are performed continuously, They will
mwttinucuntil the key switch is turned to the stop position.



The continuous series of assays is interrupted briefly (at intervals set by the opemtor in
the parameter file) to check the background count rate and repeat the normalization assay with
the ~5U sample.

If a background count rate is outside the preset limits, the operator is inforrnd but assays
cominue with the new background rate. If a subsequent check of the background shows thzt
it has returned to within the preset limits, the instrument uses the background rate set in the
parameter !i.le.

Similarly, if the normalization assay is outside its preset limits, the operator is notified
and an appropriate normalization factor is applied to the assays until a subsequent normalizat-
ion assay is within the preset limits.

The JHe detector tubes are divided into two banks; each has its own power supplies. If
an elecrncal failure should occur in one bank, the computer will detect It because the counts in
the rwo banks are c~mpared at the completion of every count time. A faihre sends an alert to
the operator, but assays continue with the good bank.

Each detector bank also includes a small 10B-lined detector tube. These tubes monitor
the irradiation flux horn the ~~f sou:ce, so they arc close to the assay chamber and not
shielded by the lead. Boron- l(kl.ined detectors are much less sensitive to gamma rays than are
the JHe detectors and are unaffected by the radiation fro,m the fission products. The usual
role of flux monitors in shufflers is to respond to neutron spectrum changes caused by vary-
ing amounts of moderators (such as water) in the materials being assayed. This is not ex-
pected to be a problem with this insuumen~ but the adjustment capability is provided. While
the count rates from the 10Btubes are within the limits set in the parameter file, no correction
to the ‘He count rates is made for changes in the irradiation flux. The operator may even
choose not to use these flux monitors through a simple entry in the parameter file.

Assay results are supphed to a plant computer through a serial communication line and an
analog voltage line. If no transmission is received over the serial communication line for a
few minutes, the plant computer will assume there is a problem and alert the operators.

Several corrections arc made to a raw count rate fmm the ~He detectors before a calibr~-
tion curve is used to convert the count rate to a ~5L’concentration.

Tk fust correction is for the decay of the ~zCf source relative to a re(ercnce date, The
cunent background, caused almos; entirely by the ~2Cf soume itself, is also corrected for the
decay of the source and subtracted h-m fie delayed-neutron count rate,

If ~hcoperator has e!ected to use the flux monitors, a correction for irradiation variations
is madr: if L?e rnmsur~ count rate in the flux monitor is outside the limits given in the pti-
Iarnetcl fdf!.

The flow raie of the liquid through the assay cham’bcr has a small but readily measured
effect clntht assay result. A high flow rate washes away delayed-neutron precurso~s quickly
and wcluld produce a lov.’erconcentration if no cotmxaon wme made, For example, a solu-
tion movin , at 80 L/h wouid give an wtcorrwtcd assay result t}Jatis 14% low, Changing the

1flow from OL/h to 100 L/h without the computer’s knowledge Icads to an additional .J70er-
ror in the assay result. The flow tate correction is shown in Fig. 3,

During an assay the computer records the times actually used while moving the l~JCf
source, while irradiating the liquid, and while counting delnyed neutrons. A correction is
cakulittcd for the minor deviations of these times from the stand~~rdtimes given in the pJ-
rarrmcr file. if a motion problcm causes a timing correction Iwger than the limit set in the pJ-
rarneter file, the operator is informed of a problem. This comxxion is usually less than 1%.

4

4.1 00

The instrument has been tested it LAIS Alimos using wsmall flow loop conttiining .$-31
nitric acid solutions with various L~$Uconcentriitions. “Ile mass of the ~k’f source during
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This correction factor is applied to the &kyed-neutron count—
rates, according to the flow rate of tti ruflnate stream. The
correction is relutive to a rate of 80 Uh, the rate most commonly
expected.

these tests was about 61 ~g, The source was stored within a shield of polyethylene, but s[iil
produced a background count of about 190 counts/s,

The precision of an assay was optimized by using five shuffles of the source, each of
which irradiated the solution for 11 s; delayed neutrons were counted t’or7 s. About 1 s was
nccdcd for each 209-cm movement of the ~~f capsule. Each assay is thus complctcd in the
required time of lM)s,

4.2 ~
A provisional calibration cuwc was developed for the.sesolutions and is shown in Fig. 4,

Thc uncertainties in the conccntrittions were specified by chemists who analyzed the solu-
tions, The curve is linear and xxcntiaily passes through the origin within the precision of the
data; the slope is 727.29 (counts/s)/(g/L).

Thc corlcenmttions below (),05 @ are of primary interest, A concentration of (),48 g/1.
was also mcasurd kause it is an alarm poinl for approximate assays calculated after each
individual shuffle (that is, every 20 s); this cortccntration is not shown in Fig. 4 for clarity in
the region of lower concentrations, The multiple data points tit each conccntntion arc mcLi-
surcments of the same solution at flow rites of 40, 60, 80, and 1(X)L/h, The flow rates tit tfle
plant arc expected to bc between 60 and IO()L/h, so the count riitcs are itdjusted t{)the !l{)w
mte of 80 I.Jh (using Fig, 3) to minimize the magnmuie of the adjustments.
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A provisional calibration cuwt was developed for the laboratory conditions.
Uncertainties in tht concentranom are tahfiom ckmical unalyses. At each con-
centranon there are corrected count rates fiomjiow rates of 40,60,80, and liM)LJh.
The concentrations of major concern are below 0.05 glL; data points at 0.48 glL
were also taken but could not be included in disfigure without obscuring the more
imponant data points at loww concentrations,

4.3 ~
The precision at the important concentration of 0,034 g/L was given spcci~l attention,

although solutions and conditions in the plant may produce a ditfercnt precision,
A series of 137 consecutive assays at this concentration gave the results shown in Fig. 5,

using the calibration of Fig, 4. The average assay value is 0,0348 g/L with a standard
deviation ~f 0,0031 @ (or 9.0%), A chemical analysis showed the concentration of this
solution to be 0,034 * 0.(K)2 #’L. Other sets of such measurements gave concentrations of
0.0341 and 0,0323@ with standmd deviations of 10% and 11%,

The precision ex~ter! from counting statistics alone is calculated to be 9%, The sKtn-
dard deviation of tic measurements also includes contributions tim fluctuations in the flow
rate, zszCf positioning varbtions, and electronics drifts, all of which seem to be small and
rclmively unimportant.

4,4 ~S
The normalization sample has 1 g of ~sU. After 13 repeated normalizations, the aver

tige equivalent concemration was 0.3S7 with a standard deviation of (),(X)6 g/1. (or 1.tlf~ ).
Such a huge value will msum the plitm that the shdT!cr is working properly,
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With a solution of 0,034 glL flowing through the instrument at 80 Lib, 137
couecmive assays were tahn.- The s>quenc; of results is shown along with its
average value and uncertainty bank

s. ~
Installation is scheduled to begin in the fall of 1989, and a few months will be needed to

prepare the hot cell and mount the qmpmcnt,
A test loop will be permanently conncctcd to the instrument; it can be calibratd periodi-

cally with known solutions hu more closely match the rafilnate liquid.
For several months, the instrument will assay the raffinat: output of the plant on a trhl

basis. If its performance is satisfactory, it will become a routine monitor for criticality
protection.
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